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October 02, 2012, 6:19 pm -- /EPR NETWORK/ -- What do you get out
of online social networks? Probably nothing more than just that: Online
social networking. A multi-billion dollar corporation is allowing you to
communicate with others while using all your information to make
huge profits. Not only are you helping them make loads of money from
advertising, but you are guaranteeing that a few people make a lot of
money off your efforts.
ExpatOdyssey.com is a new online social network that goes against
this business model. We also want to make a few bucks, but we want
you to share in the success. We want to share something sustainable,
unique, and revolutionary. ExpatOdyssey wants to give you more than
a few pointless prizes or vouchers. Let us help you help yourself!
You're probably wondering how this works because it sounds a little
too good to be true. Simple. You become a member and
use ExpatOdyssey to do what you usually do on online social networks.
However, this is the point at which ExpatOdyssey.com is completely
different. You are also an actual owner. The moment you sign up, you
are awarded WEsharesTM. You are contributing to the website by being
a member, so you deserve a reward. Every time you upload
photographs, invite friends, create forums, or any one of the
innumerable things you can do on ExpatOdyssey, you
accumulate WEsharesTM. Like shares in a company, they represent
what percentage of ExpatOdyssey.com you own.

Carlo Jacobs, Founder of ExpatOdyssey.com comments: “When the
Occupy Wall Street movement began, my wife and I decided that the
time was finally right for a venture that included and benefitted
everyone, the 99% who have been left behind. We decided not to
accept venture capitalists to create ExpatOdyssey.com or any large
investors and struggled along with some meagre savings. A few
friends heard about our novel idea and invested some money so
that ExpatOdyssey.com could be shared with everyone out there. From
that point onwards, we knew that our decision for all members to have
the opportunity to get or earn Free WEsharesTM, or invest, was the
right one.”
In fact, ExpatOdyssey.com has made investment so accessible to
everyone that if they want, members can invest from as little as $5
with WEshares currently priced at only 0.1cents per WEshare. We are
all passionate about changing the current status quo, or at least doing
our part to make a significant difference and giving everyone the
chance to own a piece of the future. Businesses usually offer shares
when the price is already unattainable. Instead ExpatOdyssey.com is
giving everyone the chance to get a piece of the pie at the beginning
when it matters most! What's more is that because our members are
owners, we listen to our members' suggestions, what they want and
need and as a result, over time, ExpatOdyssey.com will end up being
the world's best online social network.
-EndsAbout ExpatOdyssey
ExpatOdyssey was founded at the end of 2010 with the purpose of
creating a platform for Expats and holiday makers to manage work,
play and relaxation. It is not only a social network, but also
has blogging, community fan pages, business directory pages, online
TVand links to important information in major cities around the world,
all contributed by members and businesses that join. We will even
have online social shopping, and coming soon, a very unique email
system. It is revolutionary and the first website of this kind to emerge.
Expatoddyssey consolidates innumerable online application features
into one easy-to-use website with a clear focus on the expat per
geographical area. Members can also be part owners and attain
financial reward with WEsharesTM for the time they would have spent
online anyway.
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